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MODEL EXAMINATION 2021

VHSE – First Year 

NSQF Based Examination (Theory) 

 DISTRIBUTION LINE MAN 
[For Continuous Evaluation & Grading (NSQF based) Scheme] 

Time : 2 Hours 30 Minutes Total Score : 50 Cool-off Time : 20 minute 

Instructions:  

1. Read the questions carefully before answering them. 

2. Maximum time allowed is 2 hours 50 minutes including cool off time. 

3. The first 20 minutes is “cool off time”. The time is meant for reading, planning, selecting 
and answering the questions carefully.  

4. The questions are prepared on the basis of the Employability Skill and Vocational Skill.  

 

5. Attempt the questions according to the instructions.  

 

6. Keep in mind the score and time while answering the questions. 

 

7. The maximum score for questions 1 to 40 will be 50.  

 

8. Calculations, figures and graphs etc. should be shown in the answer sheet itself.  

 

9. Malayalam version of the questions is also provided.  
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I. Answer any 4 questions from 1 to 8.   (1score x 4=4)  

1) ___________  is a measure of circuits ability to store Electric charge.  

...........................

2) Electricity was discovered by ____________ 

........................... 

3) Name the meter used to measure electric power 

4) For 11KV lines ________ number of poles are erected within 1Km distance  

11KV ........................... 1km

5) The full form of ACSR conductor is _________ 

ACSR ........................... 

6) Pin type insulators are commonly used on __________ KV lines 

................ KV 

7) Full form of RAM is __________. 

RAM ........................... 

8) What does a straight body posture conveys? 

a) Shyness b) Fear  

c) Confidence d) intelligence 

II. Answer any 6 questions from 9 to 20.  (2score x 6=12)  

9) Define the following terms and its unit? 

1. Current 2. Resistance 
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10) Define Ohms law? 

11) With the help of diagram , explain how an Ammeter is connected in a circuit?  

12) Write the use of the following meters? 

1) Multimeter 2) Megger 

13) List out some safety precautions to be taken while handling electric tools and 

equipments? 

14) What are the advantages of a CONDUIT type wiring? 

15) Draw a circuit to control one lamp with one switch? 

16) With a suitable diagram explain Electric Power distribution system? 

17) What are the type of stays used in distribution line? 

18) What are the causes of conductor damage? 

19) Explain entrepreneurship? 

20) Write any two green jobs in Electric Power sector? 
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III. Answer any 6 questions from 21 to 32. (3score x 6=18)  

21) Differentiate between Electric Power and Energy? 

22) Find the current  I1 ,if I2=10 A ,I3= 8A,I4= 6A, I5=3A? Which law is applicable 

to this? State the law? 

I1 ,if I2=10 A ,I3= 8A,I4= 6A, I5=3A I1 

 
23) Calculate  the total resistance   of the given figures? 

1) R1=8 O, R2=8 O 

 

2) R1=8 O, R2=8 O 

 

1) R1=8 O, R2=8 O 
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2) R1=8 O, R2=8 O 

 

 

 

 

24) State and explain Kirchoff's voltage law? 

25) What are the factors on which the earth resistance depends?  

26) What  are the types of conductor joints? With a suitable diagram explain 

Britannia joint? 

27) Differentiate between MCB and fuse? 

28) What are the components used in a power distribution lines? Explain?  

29) What are the types of insulators used in power distribution? What are the 

various reasons for the insulation failure? 

30) Why Guarding is provided for a distribution lines? List the types of guarding?  

31) What is the importance of Grooming and personal hygiene? 

32) Explain 7c's of effective communication? 

7C's 
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IV. Answer any 4 questions from 33 to 40. (4score x 4=16)  

33) What are the sources of electricity? With the help of a diagram explain hydro 

electric power generation? 

34) What is the importance of earthing? Explain pipe earthing? 

35) List out various tools used by a lineman while working on overhead lines and 

write its uses? 

36) What are the points to be remembered by a lineman for  working  safely around 

the electrical panel and cabinet? 

37) Why maintenance in distribution line is important.  what maintenance to be done 

during the pre-monsoon inspection? 

38) Explain briefly various construction activities of HT lines? 

HT

39) What are the values of an Entrepreneur.? 

40) What are the main sectors of Green Economy? Explain? 






